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Abstract
This study examines the reaction of stock returns to acquisition news. A data of 51 observations
of acquiring companies with publicly traded shares on the London Stock Exchange (FTSE100)
is used over a period, from July 2012 to May 2013 with an estimation period [-100, -10] and
test period [-5, +5]. The market model is applied here in order to predict future stock returns
and the use of the simple regression to get the parameters of the regression equation. With
this a test statistics obtained on average, is significantly positive and greater than the critical
value. Therefore, the event of acquisition does appear to be related significantly to the
abnormal returns and the null hypothesis being rejected.
Keywords: Event study, Stock returns, Mergers and acquisition and abnormal return
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1. Introduction
A firm can grow its business either through internal expansion or external expansion. Internal
expansion can include adopting new technology, business reengineering, new products and
new marketing strategies. External expansion includes mergers and acquisitions (M&A). It is
the fastest growing option available for the firms and seen as an important exercise in corporate
restructuring. Investors therefore use this opportunity to earn significant excess returns during
an M&A deal. The announcement of a Merger or an Acquisition is considered as an event in a
study (Gopalaswamy et al., 2008). Event study methodology is used to find the effect of an
event on a specific dependent variable. Here, the merger or acquisition announcement is an
event and the underlying stock price is the dependent variable. The event study will investigate
the change in stock price of the acquiring firms beyond expectation, which we call the
“abnormal return” (Strong, 1992). The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of
acquisition announcement on acquirer companies’ stock prices over a period of time called an
event window. Thus we look at the effect of the announcement few days before, during and
after the event on share prices taking into consideration the daily closing prices of the stocks
prior and post-acquisition announcement. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows;
section 2 reviews the literature related to event studies, section 3 describes the data and the
empirical methodology, section 4 presents and interprets results and section 5 presents the
conclusion.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Event Study
An event study is a statistical method of an empirical investigation of the relationship
between security prices and economic events (Dyckman et al., 1984). Most event studies
have focused on the behavior of share prices in order to test whether their stochastic behavior
is affected by the disclosure of firm-specific events. In a corporate context, the usefulness of
event studies arises from the fact that the magnitude of abnormal performance at the time of
an event provides a measure of the unanticipated impact of this type of event on the wealth of
the firms’ claimholders (Kothari & Warner, 2006). Fama et al. (1969) presents useful
evidence on how stock prices respond to information. Many studies focus on returns in a long
run window while others focus on a short window that is, a few days around the event. A
benefit of the short run approach centers around the fact that, with daily expected returns
being close to zero, the model for expected returns tend not to have a big effect on inferences
about abnormal returns.
2.2 Efficient Markets
As the world becomes increasingly globalized, firms are establishing strategic linkages –
alliances and M&A in order to improve their ability to meet the many challenges they are
constantly encountering in the course of doing business. The M&A event is often surrounded
by different theoretical aspects such as; the fact that an observation of the market reaction to
news can be used to measure market efficiency and the news regarding M&A signal value
creation to the market. The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) is based on the assumption
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that, in efficient markets, asset prices fully reflect all available information. Thus, any change
in equilibrium prices will reflect the flow of information available to market participants
(Simões et al., 2012). It therefore becomes impossible to make excess returns on this
information. Malkiel (2003) points out that, no system could be devised to enable abnormal
returns to be obtained if one accepts that market equilibrium conditions are translated into
expected returns and that these are formed on the basis of the available information. There are
equally situations whereby regularities detected in the market, would indicate inefficient
information flow leading to a need to formulate a system to enable participants to obtain
abnormal gains. According to Fama (1970), there exist three forms of market efficiency:
weak form- trading on past trend; semi-strong form- trading on publicly available information
and past trends; and strong form- trading on any information which may be public or private
information (Roberts, 1967). Thus using the event study, statistical evidence are being
derived from the fact that market prices do not immediately adjust to new information, and
therefore tries to identify abnormal returns surrounding the M&A.
2.3 Mergers and Acquisition
From the perspective of value creation, we observe that firms get into M&A in order to share
their capabilities with the main aim of improving their competitive advantages. According to
Nohria & Garcia-Pont (1991), sharing of capabilities tend to affect the parties’ long-term
competitiveness, therefore it requires some kind of long term commitment and
interdependence on their part. Therefore the higher the level of interdependence, the greater
the impact of the linkage upon the firms’ performance in terms of their competitiveness, as
such creating strategic value for the firms which will be reflected in their respective stock
prices (Pfeffer & Nowak, 1976). Thus fluctuation in the stock prices will lead to significant
abnormal returns for the firms involved in the M&A over a given period surrounding its
announcement.
2.4 Abnormal Returns (AR)
There is a considerable variation in the measures of abnormal returns (AR) and the statistical
test that empirical researchers used to detect abnormal stock returns (Barber & Lyon, 1997).
The works of Brown & Waner (1980, 1985) and Campbell & Wasley (1993), tend to focus on
empirical specification and the power of test statistics in order to detect abnormal stock
returns. These studies therefore focus on the features of AR measured on a particular day or at
the most cumulated over several months. Similarly, our study looks at the empirical power
and specification of test statistics of AR on daily basis of share prices cumulated over several
days. Thus our work is based on short run event window of daily stock returns. In contrast to
this, Barber & Lyon (1997), and other researchers document the empirical power and
specification of test statistics in order to detect long- run abnormal stock returns. This, unlike
the short-run event studies, has no separate estimation period and of sample sizes which are
usually in hundreds rather than tens of stock returns series.
Hypothesis
H0: the event of acquisition does not have any relationship with the abnormal returns
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H1: The event of acquisition does appear to be related significantly to the abnormal returns
Therefore, at this level, the specification on the direction of stock reaction to the
announcement of the acquisition is expected to be stated after carrying out the test. Thus a
two tailed test will be used in this case to determine the result of the event on stock reaction.
3. Data and Empirical Methodology
3.1 Sample Selection and Data Description
An event study typically tries to examine return behavior for a sample of firms experiencing a
common type of event. In this case, initial sample consists of 51 acquisitions events over the
period 03/01/2013 and 26/04/2013. Data of share prices for the estimation period and test
period is obtained for the individual firms together with the Index (FTSE All Shares) from the
Thomson Banker Mergers and Acquisitions Database (http://banker.thomsonib.com/ta). The
acquirer firms are randomly picked U.K. firms with publicly traded shares on the London
Stock Exchange (LSE). The estimation period runs from July 2012 to May 2013. We chose to
carry out the study on the U.K firms because it has the most liquid and active takeover market
after the U.S. and represents more than 65% of merger/acquisition transactions in Europe
(Croci et al., 2010). Information patterning to target firms are excluded from the test, thus our
focus is based on the acquirer firms.
3.2 Identification of Time Parameters
At this level we define what the test period, estimation period and event date (that is day zero)
should be. The length of the event window (test period) is much shorter than that of the
estimation period, with some variations with respect to the chosen intervals. An estimation
period as suggested by Brown & Warner (1985) is used to calculate a stock’s Beta value. In
this case we have an estimation period of 90 days [-100, -10] from which the alpha (intercept)
and beta (slope coefficient) are derived by regressing the index’s returns to the stock’s returns.
The beta is also a measure of the stock’s volatility as compared with the market (Panayides &
Gong, 2002). According to Brown & Warner (1985) a parameter estimation period of 120
days is adequate since daily returns data for the 120 days prior to the event date are sufficient
in formulating a benchmark for normal returns. But this report considers an estimation period
of 90 days and a test period of 10 days. An event window of 10 days fully captures the effects
of the acquisition which we find of great interest in this report. The window begins from 5
days prior to the announcement date to 5 days after the event [-5, +5] as seen on figure1
below. Thus the test period is very small and gives us an impression of the immediate effect
caused by the announcement of the acquisition around the event.
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Figure 1. An illustration of the event study

Figure 1 above, illustrates the event study with the event window being [-5, 5] days and the
estimation period is [-100,-10] days and day zero [o] depicts the precise day of the event.
3.3 Methodology Adopted
The first step requires that datasets of share prices for the relevant dates, for each of the
acquiring firms and the index to be studied were collected. In carrying out an event study,
there is often a need for researchers to look at returns and not the direct share prices. Thus the
share prices were transformed into natural logarithm returns and this was transformed using
the formula below:
Rt = LN (Pt / Pt-1)

(1)

Where: P is the observed price; Subscript t refers to time t; Pt is the current price; and Pt-1 is
the price of the previous trading day.
We try to figure out what the return would have been if the acquisition news hadn’t been
released. Thus the expected return is predicted by using a simple regression analysis, where
the parameters are defined in the estimation period, consistent with an equilibrium model
which is the market model procedure (MacKinlay, 1997) widely used as benchmark in event
studies. A market model is a statistical model which relates stock returns to the return of the
market portfolio which is the index. According to Strong (1992), the market model makes no
explicit assumption about how equilibrium security prices are established and it instead
assumes that returns are generated according to a given mechanism [E(Ri, t) = αi,t + βi, jRmt].
Therefore the simple regression is run using the returns on a given stock i and the returns of a
stock market index m. The market model is given as:
E(Ri, t) = αi,t + βi, jRmt

(2)

Where: E(Ri, t) is the expected return at time t, αi and βi are parameters of the regression
equation. βi is the stock’s Beta value (slope) and Rmt is the daily return on a stock market
index m at time t.
In an event study, the measurement of abnormal return (AR) is often required to appraise the
event’s impact. Also, a benchmark for normal returns is required in order to test for the
existence of AR which is defined as the difference between the actual observed return on the
stock sample, i and the predicted normal returns, E(Ri, t), for each day of the event period
(Seiler, 2003). Thus AR were calculated using the approach known as risk-adjusted return
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and measured over the event window on stock prices of selected firms which have undergone
an M&A deal. Therefore, the abnormal return of a stock i at time t is given as equation (3).
ARi, t = Ri, t - E(Ri, t)

(3)

Where: ARi, t is the abnormal return; Ri, t is the actual return on stock, i; and E(Ri, t) is the
expected return.
Looking through most of the event studies carried out by researchers, abnormal returns are
accumulated over a given number of periods. This is often done probably in order to
accommodate uncertainty over the exact date of the event or to fully capture the effect of an
event on share prices. The cumulative abnormal return (3) for security i is computed as the
sum of abnormal returns in a given time period [t, t+k] as shown in equation (4) below.
CARit,;t+k = ∑k ARi,,t+k

(4)

Then, the CAR for each category that is, the average cumulative abnormal return of CAR
across all the observations from event time t to t+k is given as;
______ j

CAR t,tK

N

1 j
n

CARt,tK

N j n1

(5)

A test statistic is a measure of the likelihood that the actual value of the parameter is not zero.
Thus it measures of some attribute of a sample by using the statistical hypothesis testing. The
larger the absolute value of t, the less likely that the actual value of the parameter could be
zero.



tCAR  CARi /  CARi  / n



(6)

Where: tCAR is test statistic of cumulative abnormal return; CARi is the CAR for each
category;  is the standard deviation of the CAR of the various acquiring firms; and n is
number of observations.
4. Presentation of Results
Given the nature of an efficient market, it is impossible to make abnormal returns by trading
on past trends, publicly available information or any other private information. Thus if there
is no unusual movements in the stock returns around the event, then it’s obvious that the
average abnormal returns (AAR) will be fluctuating around zero which means the acquisition
holds no information. But if the traders perceive the news just before the event and act upon it
then there will be either a positive or negative movement in the daily AAR around the event.
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Table 1. Average abnormal return and t-statistics within the event window

The table 1 above illustrates the AAR values and t-statistic over the test period [-5, +5]. The
table shows that within the period before the acquisition news the AAR are negative for day
-5 and day -4 and positive from day -3 to day -1. Given the number of observations being 51
and a degree of freedom of 50, the critical value for the analysis turns out to be 2.009. With
respect to this, the corresponding t-statistics results compared with the critical value show
that at 5% significance level, there is no significant value with the two-tailed test carried out
for the pre-announcement days. Looking at the table from the event date, there has been a
positive flow of AAR for all the days. When matched with the t-statistics, we see that almost
all the days have significantly positive values except for the event day (day zero) itself and
day +4. However, on average the t-statistics (2.408) from the announcement day to day +5
shows a significant result being greater than the critical value. Therefore this means that there
is a significant AR when the acquisition news is made and thus the null hypothesis should be
rejected.

Figure2. An illustration average abnormal return around an acquisition event
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Figure 2 depicts the fluctuation in the average cumulative abnormal returns over the test
period of -5 to +5. As seen on the graph above, it shows an event of good news which began
with a negative AAR on day -5 but move positively upward to the right to day +5. The
positive move in the event window began from day -3 as seen on the graph above. This
shows possible leakage or anticipation of the news or it can equally be a sign of insider
trading which gives some participants the opportunity to make excess returns. From day +1
(1.69%), the returns jumped up sharply to day +2 (1.77%), then dropped down to day +4.The
sharp move in the returns shows that the market is efficient and respond to the news, thus
having large impact on the AR. Though it started rising again on day +5 (1.89%), this may be
due to some other industry specific news happening at the same time or suspicious reasons by
the market participants.
5. Conclusion
This study investigates the effect of acquisition news on acquirer firms’ stock return with the
event being the acquisition announcement. A data (from July 2012 to May 2013) of daily
returns for 51 observations of acquiring companies with publicly traded shares on the London
Stock Exchange (LSE) is used for the analysis. The estimation period runs from -100 to -10
days while the test period is from -5 to +5. The market model is applied here in order to
predict future stock returns and the use of the simple regression to get the parameters of the
regression equation. With this a test statistics obtained on average, is significantly positive
and greater than the critical value (2.009) Therefore, the event of acquisition does appear to
be related significantly to the abnormal returns and the null hypothesis being rejected.
What you see in share prices or stock returns, eventually gives an understanding of the
attitude of market participants on their perceptions of what is happening in the market. A
negative return will therefore imply that they have a negative feeling in the market while a
positive return depicts that participants have positive feelings or are being bullish about
market information. Using the market model for the analysis in this study, results of the test
statistics show that they are bullish and therefore had positive feeling in the market about the
acquisition news. Thus we reject the null hypothesis stated above and conclude that, event of
acquisition is significantly related to abnormal returns.
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Appendix
Appendix 1. Cumulative abnormal stock returns for 51 acquiring companies

BBY-LN HSTN-LN IDOX-LN ERM-LN KLR-LN PSON-LN HYC-LN BNZL-LN CRDA-LN ACL-LN RPS-LN IQE-LN ROR-LN
CAR CAR
CAR
CAR
CAR CAR
CAR CAR
CAR
CAR CAR CAR CAR
-5 0.0230B20 -0.008881 -0.015216604 0.0097145 -0.0123 -0.007891 -0.00022 -0.005279 1.8E-05 -0.00525 0.039844 -0.01186 -0.00182
-4 0.012831 -0.009249 -0.01589807 0.0085593 -0.016 -0.034849 0.021956 -0.0014 -0.010277 -0.00926 0.068798 0.166865 -0.01405
-3 0.010276 -0.019762 -0.024528527 0.0291019 -0.03329 -0.028998 0.021371 -0.002475 -0.010258 -0.01327 0.047335 0.193161 -0.01298
-2 0.011147 -0.028762 -0.080812877 0.023025 -0.01321 -0.024024 0.037369 -0.009824 -0.015002 -0.04456 0.041847 0.207468 -0.00771
-1 0.013044 -0.032559 -0.03174872 0.0277687 0.015323 -0.022911 0.03869 -0.011109 -0.025065 -0.04536 0.038308 0.171563 -0.01208
0 0.015469 -0.02132 0.018516085 0.0197222 0.028594 -0.02791 0.038735 0.0227293 -0.029561 -0.04555 0.048766 0.143134 -0.00035
1 0.030351 -0.022411 -0.004620348 0.0216933 0.000747 -0.022067 0.037739 0.0326797 -0.041057 -0.0778 0.064009 0.169478 0.020461
2 0.041038 -0.012489 -0.008327143 0.0235511 0.003226 -0.020934 0.021137 0.0388679 -0.047266 -0.08309 0.058938 0.160238 0.024313
3 0.01493 -0.015831 -0.016818528 0.0183769 -0.00683 -0.028364 0.077895 0.0487334 -0.038124 -0.1002 0.054212 0.129081 0.018174
4 0.03749 -0.031044 -0.036454871 0.0206978 -0.01053 -0.028573 0.072167 0.0556007 -0.03122 -0.11251 0.04767 0.114071 0.021626
5 0.042688 -0.025385 -0.017942525 0.0220806 -0.00346 -0.027604 0.068307 0.065497 -0.021892 -0.11374 0.048062 0.112707 0.013238
BET-LN HLMA-LNWPP-LN SAA-LN HEAD-LNJMAT-LNTPK-LN AIE-LN
HIK-LN
DAY-LN SDR-LN JD.-LN PHP-LN WIL-LN
CAR CAR
CAR CAR CAR CAR CAR CAR
CAR
CAR
CAR
CAR CAR CAR
-0.00632 0.0092853 -0.00579 0.00898 0.044984 -0.00868 -0.01451 -0.011505813 -0.00484264 0.001336581 -0.001068753 -0.00265 -0.00109 0.000358144
-0.0097 0.0178136 -0.00328 -0.00917 3.86E-05 -0.02787 -0.00785 -0.000504268 -3.70169E-05 0.000478629 0.003663703 -0.00833 0.007853 -0.00663144
-0.00991 0.0231074 0.00307 0.000198 0.001462 -0.03395 -0.01362 0.032998842 -0.006580079 -0.007336867 0.02063459 0.00951 0.00892 0.000362255
-0.00908 0.0201959 -0.00257 0.006837 0.0519 -0.02347 -0.02141 0.009526627 -0.016119516 -0.006288163 0.014642304 0.030069 0.009527 -0.014192554
-0.00826 0.019807 -0.00971 -0.01285 0.068345 -0.00911 -0.03121 0.017740122 -0.015401484 -0.004688454 0.027021728 0.011471 0.012051 -0.015785612
0.005007 0.0270985 -0.0226 -0.02101 0.076489 0.009712 -0.0405 0.025168198 -0.002352043 -0.000892746 0.030003651 0.002851 0.020805 0.027287595
0.018943 0.0319525 -0.0143 -0.02495 0.077048 0.011294 -0.02282 0.027459075 0.008650875 -0.000546821 0.030659576 0.029375 0.021634 0.048561964
0.007643 0.0386779 -0.01498 -0.0277 0.077608 0.012875 -0.01784 0.050811204 0.026505689 0.0154519 0.031527792 0.043335 0.028078 0.042509471
-0.01952 0.0310381 -0.0263 -0.03299 0.063531 -0.00293 -0.0082 0.064955016 0.026885275 0.009424711 0.014669141 0.054933 0.033216 0.039783669
-0.00537 0.0217735 -0.02634 -0.03323 0.065829 0.007858 -0.00236 0.080070411 0.019370626 0.018921218 0.009364869 0.062037 0.03008 0.032765857
-0.01393 0.01821 -0.01118 0.068472 0.042403 0.027946 0.001435 0.119062082 0.036331879 0.028513432 0.018946233 0.070176 0.035235 0.032700481
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LRD-LN BKG-LN
ITE-LN
LMP-LN TT.-LN MRW-LN TEM-LN CPI-LN DCG-LN STAN-LNGENL-LNINCH-LN LAD-LN TRS-LN
CAR
CAR
CAR
CAR CAR CAR
CAR
CAR CAR CAR CAR CAR
CAR CAR
0.01124554 -0.021113468 -0.003367975 -0.0057 0.004891 -0.013806358 0.00137258 -0.0006 -0.0008 -0.01611 -0.00049 -0.005163857 0.000641 -0.02736
0.0072821 -0.017731612 -0.009125643 0.00165 -0.00268 -0.008361907 0.01686572 0.000848 -0.0296 -0.02441 0.017505 -0.011970835 -0.00269 -0.02961
0.0158596 -0.012858749 -0.017976057 0.02917 0.027424 -0.006327502 0.01349504 -0.00733 -0.03134 -0.02509 0.013135 -0.020806274 -0.00915 -0.01266
0.0210106 -0.006035672 -0.018441151 0.026128 0.023726 -0.005698172 0.00501483 -0.01554 -0.03048 -0.02243 0.046691 -0.025883856 -0.01621 -0.00714
0.02982077 -0.001101939 -0.021394853 0.03631 0.00642 -0.003617071 0.01383265 -0.00295 -0.03029 -0.00627 0.019579 -0.024463918 0.005752 -0.01608
0.05764441 -0.017777694 -0.027036453 0.009889 0.003711 -0.00770528 0.00614925 -0.03592 -0.02526 -0.02251 0.059036 -0.025104119 0.026277 -0.03863
0.04824981 -0.009064471 -0.041246197 0.004623 -0.01342 -0.015543372 0.01131155 0.003547 -0.03125 -0.02256 0.054937 -0.024647602 0.025152 -0.03124
0.07303965 -0.004738839 -0.036562907 -0.00138 -0.02547 -0.014112554 0.01834073 0.034723 -0.03619 -0.01496 0.066548 -0.023846102 0.01524 0.002215
0.06598826 -0.000307974 -0.042888738 -0.02795 -0.01573 -0.007728679 0.01124235 0.049798 -0.01864 -0.02922 0.068168 -0.023035187 0.00766 0.008833
0.07609511 0.000811518 -0.039371958 -0.04138 -0.02143 -0.006246291 0.01221804 0.042264 -0.02342 -0.03055 0.06516 -0.016103644 -0.0288 -0.04483
0.06648415 -0.004713444 -0.046241294 -0.04239 -0.02427 0.007498567 0.01019794 0.042834 -0.02465 -0.04692 0.060253 -0.01436782 -0.04371 -0.02433
ITRK-LN RB.-LN MER-LN PER-LN FSJ-LN SDL-LN AVON-LNTSCO-LNTRK-LN WMH-LN
CAR CAR CAR CAR CAR CAR CAR
CAR CAR CAR
-0.01969 -0.03436 -0.01997 0.003764 -0.01005 -0.00427 -0.02173 0.014717 0.036442 -0.03239
-0.023 -0.02769 -0.01448 0.030804 -0.00658 -0.01482 -0.05388 0.009764 0.029212 -0.04205
-0.02362 -0.02579 -0.01245 0.024325 -0.02237 -0.01172 -0.02056 0.012408 -0.01736 -0.03834
-0.0235 -0.02871 -0.0086 0.016644 -0.00823 -0.03979 0.002601 0.00292 0.004326 -0.03076
-0.01419 -0.01639 -0.0186 0.026147 0.001303 -0.03895 0.000815 0.009528 -0.03322 -0.00888
0.001291 -0.0098 0.031702 0.06037 0.021221 -0.03887 0.05099 -0.00166 0.150599 -0.00817
-0.00466 -0.02209 0.0404 0.049915 0.027214 -0.04789 0.046917 0.019949 0.36447 -0.02523
-0.00691 -0.02506 0.036286 0.06257 0.031145 -0.05573 0.061235 0.019846 0.239709 -0.02615
-0.01113 -0.00611 0.057145 0.06909 0.06071 -0.05032 0.07321 0.015109 0.231125 -0.03297
-0.01489 -0.00929 0.052928 0.087503 0.061348 -0.1648 0.100286 0.008934 0.22962 -0.03613
-0.01662 -0.00279 0.069715 0.083145 0.059357 -0.12549 0.110681 0.012345 0.26448 -0.04532
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